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"A significant contribution to the history of the Caribbean and to the comparative study of slavery

and transitions to free labor systems."--O. Nigel Bolland, Colgate University"An extended and

comprehensive history of the Bahamas. . . . Shifts the focus of interest from the islandsâ€™ elites to

the common people . . . with special reference to the black population which has hitherto been

largely ignored in historical writing."--Richard B. Sheridan, University of Kansas, LawrenceIn the

only scholarly treatment of Bahamian socioeconomic history in the post-emancipation years,

Howard Johnson begins by examining the last phase of slavery as one element in the foundation of

later, and often more exploitative, labor systems. Looking at both urban and rural slave populations,

Johnson discusses the systems of slave hire, apprenticeship, and indenture and highlights the ways

in which the people of the Bahamas often exerted more autonomy and power as slaves than as a

"free" people.Following emancipation in 1838, an export economy based on cotton, salt, sponges,

and pineapples spawned coercive credit and truck systems, which bolstered the dominance of a

white mercantile elite that would exercise control until the early 1960s. Various government policies

further perpetuated a "machinery of class slavery," making migration (primarily to Key West and,

later, to Miami) one of the few escape routes available to the lower classes.Throughout, Johnson

relates historical developments in the Bahamas to those in neighboring Caribbean islands, Latin

America, and the United States, making this an important sourcebook for all Caribbeanists. It will

also be of interest to scholars of the historiography of slavery in the Americas and the transition from

slavery to freedom or--in a post-emancipation system of domination like that of the Bahamas--from

slavery to servitude.Howard Johnson is associate professor in the Department of Black American

Studies and History at the University of Delaware, editor of After the Crossing: Immigrants and

Minorities in Caribbean Creole Society (1988), and author of The Bahamas in Slavery and Freedom

(1991).
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The first chapters were the most useful for me. As slavery died out in the early nineteenth century,

the people of color in the Bahamas found their lives changing rapidly. For example, slaves with

skilled trades were often working and living apart from their masters. Although they were required by

law to remit their salary to their masters, many did not. At one point, the penalty for this was reduced

to the point where such cases were moved from criminal to civil courts. A master would have to

pursue a civil lawsuit to collect such wages!It was also helpful to learn how slaves were used in the

early economy. Although there was a brief cotton boom, the plantation farming system was not the

norm. As the institution of slavery changed and failed, other economic pressures were used on the

workers in the Bahamas, and many people chose to leave the islands and emigrate to Florida.
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